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Interior & Exterior Engraving
at Main Entrance
Viking Plaza
Outdoor Commemoration

VIKING PLAZA
TO COMMEMORATE THE HISTORY
AND LEGACY OF THE NEHS / NEA
VIKINGS AND THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS
TO OKCPS, THE NORTHEAST OKC
COMMUNITY, THE STATE OF
OKLAHOMA AND THE NATION

Sample Engraving

Viking benches will be placed here.
Sculpture will be placed here.
Vikings Alumni Room
John Marshall High School

Douglass High School

Capitol Hill High School
Media Center
Interior Plaque

Name
Northeast Academy
1936-2019
Committee Work

Alumni Room Committee
- Representatives selected to design layout of the Northeast Alumni Room and gather catalog artifacts.

Viking Plaza Committee
- Representatives selected to design layout of Viking Plaza.

Honorary Naming Committee
- Representatives selected to identify possible names for the Classen SAS High School at Northeast’s media center and campus street.

*Committees will work directly with school and district personnel.
*Committee representatives will be assigned by district personnel. District policy will guide this work
The History of NEHS / NEA through the Curriculum

During the 2019-2020 school year, all students will be provided with a lesson regarding the history of Northeast High School / Northeast Academy. Curriculum will be presented to all students at Classen SAS High School at Northeast by the conclusion of the year.

Then, beginning with the 2020-2021 school year, the curriculum will be provided to all incoming freshmen at Classen SAS High School at Northeast.
THANKS!